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Abstract
Using the equations recently presented by Kallosh et. al. (hep-th/9907124) and
Giudice et. al. (hep-ph/9907510), we estimate the abundance of gravitinos created
from the vacuum, in ‘new’ inflation models for which global supersymmetry is a
good approximation. Gravitinos with helicity 1/2 are produced abundantly just
after inflation, when their eective mass rises sharply, and even more abundantly
later when it descends to the true mass. In a wide range of parameter space,
they are more abundant than gravitinos created by thermal collisions, leading to
signicant constraints on the inflation model.
Introduction Gravitinos are created in the early Universe with a cosmologically sig-
nicant abundance. They are certainly created by thermal collisions after reheating
[1], and some time ago [2] it was pointed out that they may also be created from the
vacuum fluctuation during inflation. It was conjectured that the gravitino abundance
from this mechanism would be no bigger than the abundance of spin 1=2 particles with
gravitational-strength interactions (modulini), making it negligible compared [2] with the
abundance from thermal collisions.
Recently, the mode function equations determining the gravitino abundance have
been worked out [3, 4], for the case of a single chiral supereld and the minimal kinetic
term. On the basis of these equations, their authors have pointed out that gravitinos
may be created much more abundantly than modulini. In this note, we see how this
works out in a specic class [5] of models.
The model In order to use the equations given in [3, 4], we must consider a model
of inflation, based on a tree-level supergravity theory containing no physical elds ex-
cept the gravitino, and a complex scalar eld 1 with the minimal kinetic term. (The
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degrees of freedom corresponding to the spin 1=2 partner of the scalar eld are the he-
licity 1=2 components of the gravitino eld.) Such a model is dened by a holomorphic
superpotential W (1), leading to the potential
V = ejφ1j
2/M2P
∣∣∣∣∣dWd1 + M−2P 1W
∣∣∣∣∣
2
− 3m2M2P ; (1)

















with p  3. The real parameter v is taken to be small on the Planck scale, v  MP
where MP = 2:4 1018 GeV.
Because v is real, Eq. (1) drives Im 1 to zero, leaving the canonically-normalized
inflaton eld  =
p
2Re 1. Since W has no constant term, the quadratic terms in
Eq. (1) cancel. At j1j  MP, global supersymmetry is a good approximation except





= V0 (1− (=v)p)2 : (4)
Inflation occurs in the regime   v, while  is rolling away from the origin. The
vacuum expectation value (vev) of  is precisely v in this approximation, and V = 0











 H : (5)
Before proceeding, we note that this model of inflation is reasonably well-motivated.
The form of the superpotential may be motivated by invoking a Zp symmetry (R-
symmetry). Such a symmetry allows additional terms only of order (1=v)
1+np (n  2).
The assumption of a practically minimal kinetic function (Ka¨hler potential) K = j1j2
is not completely unreasonable, since of the expected higher-order terms  M2−2nP j1j2n
only the rst need be suppressed [5]. The main limitation on the model is the require-
ment that the neglected elds all have vevs much less than MP; indeed, just one eld of
order MP, with the minimal kinetic term, will make the potential too steep for inflation
[6], and there is no reason why non-minimal terms or additional elds should flatten the
potential.
1For p  5 one also needs φ/v  (v/MP) 4p−4 , which is assumed.
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In the vacuum the gravitino mass is m3/2, given by
m3/2 ’
p
3H(v=MP)  H ; (6)
where H is the Hubble parameter during inflation, given by V = 3H2M
2
P. The gravitino
mass during inflation is even smaller. Using the full supergravity potential Eq. (1), the
potential at the minimum is
Vvac ’ −3M2Pm23/2 ’ −3V0(v=MP)2 : (7)
The rst term of Eq. (1) is only of order V0(v=MP)
4, corresponding to a supersymmetry




In our vacuum, the cosmological constant Vvac = M
4
S−3M2Pm23/2 (practically) vanishes,
so that MS and/or m3/2 must be generated by some other sector of the Lagrangian than
the one used for the model of inflation. One hypothesis [5] is that m3/2 is the true
inflaton mass, with the additional sector generating only MS. For deniteness we adopt
this hypothesis, which actually seems the most natural in view of the requirement that
there be no Planck-scale vevs, at least during inflation. (To implement supersymmetry
breaking without Planck-scale vevs, one might invoke a gauge-mediated mechanism or a
Fayet-Iliopoulos term, neither of which would signicantly aect the gravitino mass.)
We shall make estimates for the cases p = 3, p = 4 and p  2. A relation between












X  5:3 10−4p− 1p−2 [N(p− 2)]− p−1p−2 : (9)
Here N is the number of e-folds of slow-roll inflation after cosmological scales leave the
horizon. We take N = 50, leading to the following estimates.























If m3/2 is the true gravitino mass, it presumably lies roughly in the range 1 keV to
100 GeV, which corresponds to the following ranges for the inflation scale.
p = 3 : (V
1
4
0 =MP)  10−10 to 10−7 (13)
3
p = 4 : (V
1
4
0 =MP)  10−9 to 10−7 (14)
p  2 : (V
1
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The helicity 1=2 gravitino mass Because the model contains only a single chiral
supereld, the gravitino eld obeys [3, 4] the Rarita-Schwinger equation, with a time-
dependent mass given by Eq. (2), and constraints to eliminate unphysical degrees of
freedom. The equation and the constraints have to be evaluated in the curved spacetime
corresponding to the expanding Universe. This gives separate mode function equations
for the helicity 1=2 and helicity 3=2 states, as seen by a comoving observer.
The helicity 3=2 mode function satises the same equation as a spin 1=2 particle with
mass m [7, 3, 4, 8]. There is practically no creation of helicity 3=2 gravitinos from the
vacuum in the present model, corresponding to the conformal invariance of the Dirac
equation in the limit m=H ! 0.
The helicity 1=2 mode function, with one chiral supereld and the minimal kinetic
term, satises the same equation as a spin 1=2 particle with mass [3, 4]2
~m = m− 3
2
m(1 + A1)− 3
2
HA2 +  (16)
  3
2
m(1 + A1)− _w − 3H(1 + w)(w −A1)
A2(1 + m2=H2)
: (17)















[1− w2 + 2 (1 + w)m2=H2] 12
1 + m2=H2
: (21)
The density and pressure are




P = −V + 1
2
_2 ; (23)
with _ = −3H( + P ).
2This is the expression given in [3], with _m eliminated from µ [9]. The result of [4] leads to an
identical expression, except that the last term of Eq. (16) is −µ. This discrepancy does not aect order
of magnitude calculations.
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Let us follow the evolution of m3/2 and ~m. During inflation, ~m ’ m  H is slowly
varying. After inflation,  oscillates about its vev, with angular frequency M equal to
its mass, and w oscillates between 1 with angular frequency 2M . Also, m oscillates
about its vacuum value m3/2. Since the expansion of the Universe during one oscillation
is negligible,
 ’ 20M2 − 3M2Pm23/2 (24)
P ’ 0 + 3M2Pm23/2 ; (25)
where 0 is the amplitude of the oscillation.
Let us temporarily ignore the contribution of m3/2, so that  / a−3 / H2, cor-
responding to a matter-dominated Universe. After a few Hubble times,  has almost
settled down to its vev, and m has almost settled down to m3/2. What about ~m? For
some time after the end of inflation, Eq. (16) is dominated by the term proportional to
_w. Immediately after the end of inflation, in a time of order M−1, ~m rises to a value
close to M . It stays practically constant at this value, until the epoch H  m3/2. At this


























where a is the scale factor at the end of inflation. Now, ~m starts to oscillate, with
amplitude decreasing like H=m3/2. Finally, when the oscillation amplitude of ~m falls to
roughly m3/2, the oscillation stops, and ~m reaches its nal value ~m = m3/2.
This behaviour of ~m has a very simple physical interpretation. In the limit of global
supersymmetry, the gravitino becomes the inflatino, whose mass is M [3, 4]. The era
when ~m ’ M is the era when global supersymmetry is indeed a good approximation. Af-
terwards, the supergravity contribution to V (second term of Eq. (1)) becomes important,
and ~m descends to the true gravitino mass m, which appears in the Rarita-Schwinger
equation and was always the eective mass of the helicity 3=2 gravitino.
Taking the model literally, the Universe collapses soon after the above sequence events
(after the epoch H = 0). Before that happens, the sector of the lagrangian that is
responsible, in our vacuum, for the supersymmetry breaking and the gravitino mass,
must become important. At some stage, we must also invoke the sector responsible
for reheating (and any preheating) that takes place. With these other sectors taken
into account, we no longer know the equation satised by helicity 1=2 gravitino eld.
However, it seems reasonable to assume that they do not aect the gravitino abundance,
provided that they become important only after the epoch when (within the model) ~m
starts to descend to its true value.3 For instance, if the concept of an eective gravitino
3As we shall see in the next section, this is the epoch when the nal bout of gravitino creation occurs.
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mass remains valid, it seems likely that gravitino number is conserved provided that a ~m
continues to decrease with time.
As noted earlier, the simplest possibility is to assume that m3/2 is the true gravitino
mass. Then, the true supersymmetry-breaking contribution to the potential, 3M2Pm
2
3/2,
becomes important just around the nal epoch of gravitino creation. Depending on one’s
viewpoint, this may suggest that the gravitino abundance calculated within the model
is roughly correct, or completely wrong. Let us proceed on the assumption that it is
roughly correct.
The abundance of gravitinos created from the vacuum As already noted, the
helicity 1=2 components of the gravitino eld have, in this model, the same dynamics as
a spin 1=2 eld with eective mass ~m. They are produced with momentum k=a if there
is appreciable violation of a weak adiabaticity condition [9]
j(a ~m)0j  !2  k2 + (a ~m)2 ; (28)
where the prime denotes dierentiation with respect to conformal time, d=d = ad=dt,
and the average is over a conformal time interval !. In practice, j ~mj > H, and kmax,
the biggest k for which signicant creation occurs, is simply the biggest value achieved
by a ~m, within the regime where ~m varies non-adiabatically (j _~mj > ~m2). In our model,
this maximum occurs when ~m starts to oscillate, corresponding to the epoch dened by
Eq. (27), so that
kmax  aM(MP=v) 23 : (29)
Since we are dealing with fermions, the occupation number of each helicity state is








 n(a=a)3 ; (32)
where
n ’ 10−2M3(MP=v)2 : (33)
If a species has number density n(a=a)3 at reheating, with conserved number after






If reheating were to occur before that happened, the gravitinos created just after inflation would decay
at the epoch of reheating. Indeed, as already noted, global supersymmetry is a good approximation
during this epoch, and in that limit the gravitino becomes the inflatino.
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where s is the entropy density at nucleosynthesis, and γ−1 is the increase in entropy per





In our model, the relative abundance of gravitinos created from the vacuum is



































The cosmological signicance of the gravitino depends on its true mass m3/2. A
gravitino with mass more than a few times 10 TeV has no eect because it decays well
before nucleosynthesis, but such a big mass is regarded as unlikely.
A gravitino with mass in the range 100 MeV < m3/2 < 10 TeV decays around or after
nucleosynthesis, but before the present. This range includes the value m3/2  100 GeV
to 1 TeV, expected in gravity-mediated models of supersymmetry breaking. Observation
then requires [1]
n=s < 10−13 : (38)
(To be precise, the upper bound depends on the mass and is in the range 10−12 to 10−15.)
The abundance of gravitinos from thermal collisions is n=s  10−13(γTR=109 GeV), lead-
ing to the bound γTR > 109 GeV. Using instead Eqs. (35){(37), we nd














3  10−3 (40)
p 2 : γTR
109 GeV <
 p 58 V 150
1015 GeV
8  (10−1p)8 : (41)
In each case, the nal gure is obtained by using the second number in Eqs. (13){(15). We
see that for this mass range, gravitinos created from the vacuum are no more abundant
than those from thermal collisions, unless p is very large.
A gravitino with mass m3/2 < 100 MeV survives to the present, and is a dark matter
candidate. This includes the range predicted by gauge-mediated models of supersymme-





















Using instead Eqs. (13){(15) and Eqs. (35){(37), we nd that gravitinos created from
the vacuum are less abundant than those created by thermal collisions if p = 3 or 4. In
contrast, for p  2, gravitinos created from the vacuum overclose the Universe for any
viable choice of the parameters TR and m3/2, so that this case is ruled out.
A supergravity model It is worth comparing this model with one [10] in which global






P (1 −MP)2 ; (44)
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 : (45)
In this model, there is unbroken supersymmetry in the vacuum, with V and m both van-
ishing. Some other sector of the lagrangian has to generate the observed supersymmetry
breaking and the gravitino mass, but as in the former model this sector need not aect
the gravitino abundance calculated within the model. During inflation ~m ’ m ’ H=
p
3,
and afterwards m and ~m both oscillate with angular frequency of order H, eventually
converging on the vacuum value zero. The abundance of gravitinos, for both helicities,
is therefore of order 10−2H3 and cosmologically insignicant.
Conclusion In a specic class of inflation models, giving a potential V ’ V0(1−(=v)p),
we have calculated the abundance of gravitinos created from the vacuum fluctuation. If
supersymmetry breaking in our vacuum is gravity-mediated, creation from the vacuum is
no more ecient than creation from thermal collisions. If it is gauge-mediated, creation
from the vacuum is less more ecient than creation from thermal collisions for p = 3 and
4, but for p  2 it is so ecient as to overclose the Universe, and rule out the model.
It is noteworthy that the creation of gravitinos within these models takes place in two
bouts. The rst bout occurs just after the end of inflation, but the second bout, which
is the dominant eect, occurs long afterwards. This feature was not anticipated, and




cases, the special form of W has no motivation, other than to allow inflation.
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makes the creation of gravitinos dierent from the creation of spin 1=2 particles. The
model of inflation can be a model of gravitino creation, only if it continues to describe
the Universe until the second bout of gravitino creation is over. In particular, the epoch
of reheating, corresponding to inflaton decay, must be delayed until then.
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